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Abstract A conceptual framework is developed for the quanti- 
tative analysis of signal transfer through cellular signal 
transduction pathways and networks. This approach is referred 
to as signal transfer analysis and is based on formalisms that 
were first developed for the analysis of metabofic networks. 
Signal transduction is quantified as the sensitivity, known as the 
response coefficient of a target (e.g. an ion channel or 
transcription factor) to a signal (e.g. a hormone, growth factor 
or neurotransmitter). This response coefficient is defined in terms 
of the fractional change in the activated target brought about by 
a small fractional change in the signal. Quantifying the signal 
transduction in this way makes it possible to prove that for an 
idealized signaling cascade without feedback loops, the total 
response quals the product of all the local response coefficients, 
one for each level of the cascade. We show under which 
conditions merely having more levels in a cascade can boost the 
sensitivity of a target to a signal. If a signal propagates to a 
target through two different routes, these routes contribute 
independently to the total response, provided there is no feedback 
from the target. This independence makes the behavior of 
signaling cascades different from that of metabolic pathways, 
where different branches are connected through Kirchhoff's law. 
The relations between the total response and the local kinetics at 
each level are given for a number of network structures, such as 
branched signaling pathways and pathways with feedback. The 
formalism introduced here may provide a general approach to 
quantify cellular information transfer. 
© 1997 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. 
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1. Introduction 
During the past decade our knowledge of signal transduc- 
tion pathways has proliferated almost explosively. However 
this knowledge has been almost exclusively qualitative. In 
order to fill this gap we have adapted a form of sensitivity 
analysis known as metabolic ontrol analysis (see [14] for 
reviews) to quantify the signal transfer from a signal molecule 
to a cellular esponse via a signaling pathway or network. The 
signaling machinery may include receptors, G-proteins, adapt- 
er and docking proteins, protein kinases and phosphatases, 
phospholipases, ion channels, transcription factors, and any 
other protein, ion, or molecule (see, e.g. [5]). There are several 
quantitative aspects of signal transduction that are of interest, 
e.g. (A) How does a receptor at the top of a signal trans- 
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duction cascade control the target activation state at the bot- 
tom of a cascade? (B) Why do signaling cascades generally 
have more than one level? (C) How does the signal transfer 
and its control depend on branches and feedback regulatory 
loops between various levels of a cascade network? (D) How 
do different signaling pathways interact? 
In this paper we describe how the steady-state signal trans- 
fer can be quantified and show how the response of the cel- 
lular target arises from the local responses at each level of the 
cascade. We start with analysis of a linear pathway and then 
consider signaling pathways with more than one independent 
route of signal transfer to the target, and with more than one 
target. We analyze how the response of a single cascade level 
to the immediately preceding level depends on the kinetics of 
the components involved. Finally, we show how the cellular 
response changes when a signal transduction cascade feeds 
back on itself. 
2. Fundamentals 
A signaling pathway usually consists of a cascade of cycles, 
where each cycle consists of two or more interconvertible 
forms of a signaling intermediate ( .g. a phosphorylated and 
dephosphorylated protein), and one (or more) of these forms 
affects the interconversion f forms at the next level down the 
cascade. Fig. 1 depicts chematically the signal transfer from a 
signal (S) to a target via a cascade that may include a receptor 
(El), adapter proteins, G-proteins, protein kinases/phospha- 
tases or other signaling molecules. The signal may be a hor- 
mone, growth factor, cytokine or neurotransmitter, and the 
cellular target process (T) may be a channel conductivity, rate 
of transcription or phosphorylation state of some protein at 
the other end of the pathway. 
The control of the steady-state signal transfer from S to T is 
quantified as the steady-state fractional change in the level of 
the target (T) divided by the (very small) fractional change in 
the level of the signal (S): 
• AT AS 
R is the sensitivity, known as the response coefficient in 
metabolic control analysis. It is essentially equal to the % 
change in the level of the activated target caused by a 1% 
change in signal. A response coefficient greater than 1 means 
that (small) fractional changes in the signal are amplified by 
the factor R, i.e. there is relative amplification of the signal. A 
response coefficient of 1 means that a fractional change in the 
signal causes an equal fractional change in the target, whereas 
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Fig. 1. A simplified scheme of a signal transfer through a signal 
transduction pathway. At each cascade level only two interconvert- 
able forms are shown. Superscript l denotes inactive forms, e.g. E l 
and & stand for inactive and active receptor. The active form (E,) 
at each level affects the activating and/or inactivating conversion at 
the subsequent level (i+ 1). 
a response coefficient of less than 1 means that the fractional 
changes in the signal are diminished by the factor R. A re- 
sponse coefficient of 0 means that a change in signal has no 
effect on the target at a steady state, whereas a negative re- 
sponse coefficient means that an increase in signal causes a 
decrease in the target. 
Within a cascade the response of any individual evel (&) to 
the immediately preceding level (E~-l) can be quantified as 
above, just as if there were a single level cascade: 
i (linE,. , E /= const. (2) 
ri 1 - -  dlnEi-i  
Here the activities of proteins (signaling intermediates) at 
all other levels (/') are constant. We will call r~_ l the local 
response (local sensitivity) coefficient of level i to level i -1 .  
This simply quantifies the relative amplification or suppres- 
sion of a signal at this particular level of the cascade. 
3. Signaling pathways without feedback 
3.1. L inear pathways  
For a linear cascade (Fig. 1), the response coefficient (i.e. 
the overall sensitivity) of a cascade is equal to the product of 
the local responses at each level of cascade (see Appendix, cf. 
[6]) : 
R~. , 2 . .  r = Fl(path). (3) = rs'rl ... 1,7 1 
This equation is true where the signal and target are linked 
by a single linear cascade and there is no regulatory feedback 
or feedforward loops between cycles, i.e. one cycle cannot 
directly affect any cycle other than the next level down in 
the cascade (as in Fig. 1). 
3.2. Branched pathways  
If the signal and target are linked by more than one inde- 
pendent pathway (e.g. the signal has multiple receptors each 
with a different signal transduction pathway, Fig. 2A), then 
the total response is given by the sum of the products of local 
responses over each pathway: 
R~ = H(path I) + H(path II). (4) 
Thus, the extent to which a signal controls a target through 
different pathways can be quantified and compared. 
If the signal S affects two different targets, 7"~ and T2, 
through two signaling routes, which have a common part 
from S to X and at level X diverge into paths I and lI (Fig. 
2B), the responses of the targets are given by: 
Rs~' = lq(path S to X)'Fl(path I), 
R~) = Fl(path S to X)-H(path II). (5) 
Therefore, changes in the targets brought about by changes 
in any pathway I or II, do not influence each other, unless a 
target feeds back on the signaling pathway before the branch 
point (see below). 
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Fig. 2. Branched signal transduction pathways. Arrows show the in- 
fluence of signaling molecule(s) at one level on the reactions at the 
subsequent level (the activating and inactivating interconversions at 
each level are not shown). A: Signal S affects two receptors with 
different signal transduction pathways Leading to the same target T. 
B: The signal S affects two different argets, T1 and 7"2, through 
two signaling routes, which have a common part from S to X and 
diverge into paths I and II at level X. C: Two signals, S1 and $2, 
affect a target (T) through two signaling routes, which converge 
at .g. 
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Fig. 3. Signal transduction via a three-level model cascade. A: Dependencies of the local and the total responses on the signal. Dashed lines 1, 
2 and 3 correspond to the local responses. The total response of the target (R r)  is shown by the solid line. For simplicity, the kinases and 
phosphatases at each cascade level were assumed to follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics, VAi = k~t'Ei- l /(1 + E~/K~nR), vii = V~x/(1 + Ei/K~Ip). 
The activity of the kinase at the first level was assumed to be proportional to the concentration of the signal, i.e. E0 = S. The parameter values 
were (dimensionless units): el = (El +E~) in. k cat - 1 e l  - I 1 max I . cat 2 2 = " ' '  1 - -  " '  "~mK - -  ' Kntlp = 4, V 1 = 10; e2 = (E2 q- E~) = 10, k 2 = 1, KZlK = 0.5, KnZlp = 3, 
V~ ~ = 10; e 3 = T+7 t = 10, "3bcat ---- " '~ , !  "~mKk'3 1, K3p = 2, V~ ax = 10. B: Increase in the sensitivity of the activation state to changes in the sig- 
nal with the level of  the cascade. The dependencies of the concentrations of E1 (- - -), E2 (- - -) and T ( ) on S are shown. 
If there are two signals, S 1 and $2, affecting T through two 
signaling routes, which converge at X (Fig. 2C), the total 
response to equal relative changes in either signal is given by: 
R T = R~, + T T = (Fl(path S, to Z)+ $2 
r I (path  $2 to X) ) .F I (path  X to T) .  (6) 
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Fig. 4. Signal transduction pathways with feedbacks. A: A linear cascade that feeds back on itself. B: The branched signal transduction path- 
way of Fig. 2B with a feedback from a target (7") to the top of the pathway. C: The pathway of Fig. 2A, where the target (7) feeds back on 
one or both receptors of different signal transduction routes. 
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3.3. How does the local response depend on the kinetics of  a 
particular level? 
We shall consider a single cycle (i) of a cascade as if it 
operates in 'isolation' of the other cycles and estimate the 
local response coefficient, ri_l, of cycle (i) to the preceding 
cycle (i-1). In the cycle of interconversion f a protein (or 
other signaling molecule) between the inactive (El) and active 
(E~) form, the steady-state concentration, Ei obeys the follow- 
ing kinetic equation: 
dEi 
- vAi-vw (7) 
dt 
Here VAi and vi.~ are the rates of the activation and the 
inactivation conversions (e.g. the protein kinase and protein 
phosphatase r actions). By analogy to metabolic ontrol anal- 
ysis, we shall describe the kinetics of both VA~ and vii in terms 
of their 'local' sensitivities to the substrates and products (El, 
E0 and to the effectors/catalysts (Ei-1). These sensitivities are 
called the elasticity coefficients [14] and defined as: 
(}ln VAi  aln Vii 
X -- (E], Ei, Ei 1 ). (8) ~;x -  alnJ( " Px - -a lnX '  
The partial derivatives are taken at constant activities of all 
other proteins but X. Using Eq. (11) and taking into account 
that the total concentration (e~) of the interconverted protein, 
E] + E i -  e, remains constant, one can readily express the 
local response, rl._ 1, in terms of kinetics of the ith cycle [7]: 
1 = (KE, t--gE,_,)/(pE~--~E,~ + (Ei/E~)'(I~E~--pE~)). (9) r I 
When only the activation rate vm is influenced by E~ 1, and 
there is no influence on vi, then in Eq. (9) Pc,_, must be zero, 
and the local response to a signal at level i is positive, pro- 
vided KF, , is positive. If E~_~ catalyzes the activation conver- 
sion (so that the rate VAi depends linearly on E,-1), Eq. (8) 
shows that Ke, ~ = 1. Often, the rate vm (e.g. the kinase) may 
not depend explicitly on E, and the rate vii (the phosphatase) 
does not depend explicitly on E~, then Eq. (9) simplifies to: 
i = 1/(pE, + (Ei/E]).KE,) (10) r i -  I ~, " 
If only the rate vl, of the inactivation conversion is affected 
by Ei-1, so that Ei-1 is the phosphatase, then the local re- 
sponse coefficient, ri_l,i has the opposite (negative) sign. The 
general analysis above shows that the total response of the 
target o the signal is positive, if the number of cascade levels 
with negative local responses i even. 
When both protein kinase and phosphatase follow Michae- 
lis-Menten kinetics and are far from equilibrium (so that their 
rates, v.~x, and Vl,, do not depend on the products), the magni- 
tudes of the elasticities, P and K are between 1and 0 (see, e.g. 
[81): 
kEl = 1/(1 + E]/KmK); PE, =: 1/(1 + Ei/Kmp). 
Here Klr, K and Kmp are the Michaelis constants of the pro- 
tein kinase and phosphatase. If at any level both protein kin- 
ase and phosphatase are saturated with Eli and Ei, respec- 
tively, so that their elasticities ~c and P are low, the local 
response rll 1 at this level, is high. For a monocyclic ascade 
this phenomenon is known as 'zero-order ultrasensitivity' 
[9,10]. In general, when the total concentration of intercon- 
verted enzyme (e) is more than twice the affinities of the in- 
active and active forms for the catalysts (i.e. e J2 >- KINK, Kmp), 
the local response (sensitivity of the level) follows a bell- 
shaped curve. Lines 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 3A show these sensi- 
tivities for each level of a three-level cascade. 
3.4. When can a signaling cascade operate as a switch? 
Since the local responses at each level multiply to give the 
total response of a cascade, the activated target can change 
dramatically with a change in the signal enabling the cascade 
to operate almost as a switch. Fig. 3 illustrates this numeri- 
cally for a model cascade of three levels. Fig. 3A shows how 
the local responses, ri_l, of each cascade level (dashed lines 1, 
2 and 3) and the total response (R) of the target (solid line) 
depend on the signal (S). Fig. 3B shows that the steepness of 
the dependence of the activation state on the signal increases 
with the number of cascade levels (El, E2 and T). If the 
protein kinases and phosphatases are far from saturation, 
the local response coefficients can be less than 1, and signal 
changes are attenuated (as e.g. in the higher range of signal 
strength in Fig. 3A, where E~ become very low). 
In a recent numerical simulation of the kinetics of the 
MAPK cascade, Huang and Ferrell [11] showed that this cas- 
cade has a very high steady-state s nsitivity. In the experimen- 
tal studies they showed that this sensitivity was equivalent to a 
Hill coefficient of 5. In a numerical model Huang and Ferrell 
[11] found a successive increase in the steepness of the plots of 
activated MAPK cascade components at successively lower 
levels of the cascade. This is explained by our result that the 
total sensitivity equals the product of the sensitivities at each 
level. 
4. Pathways with feedbacks 
We shall now describe the dependence of the overall re- 
sponse on the local responses for pathways with feedback 
loops. For any particular mechanism of the target influence 
on the receptor, the feedback can be described in terms of the 
local response (r~) as follows: 
r l  _ dlnEl 
dlnT ' L) = const. 
In the case of activation of the receptor by the target, r! r is 
positive, and rlr is negative in the case of inhibition. 
Feedback changes drastically the total response of a target 
to a signal. For a linear cascade that feeds back on itself (Fig. 
4A), the total response to a signal is given by (see Appendix): 
R~, = 11 (path)/(1-(rlr/rls)'II(path)). (11) 
As expected, a positive feedback amplifies the control ex- 
erted by a receptor on a target and a negative feedback de- 
creases the control. Importantly, if the strength of the feed- 
back exceeds a certain magnitude, the signal transduction 
pathway cannot operate at steady state. For instance, an in- 
crease in positive feedback to the magnitude at which the 
denominator in Eq. (11) is zero, results in the loss of the 
stability of a steady state and forces the signaling system to 
oscillate. Oscillations can also occur as a result of a negative 
feedback [12,13]. 
In the absence of feedback different pathway branches add 
independently to the total response. Feedback loops change 
this simple picture. Let us consider again a signal transduction 
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pathway with two branches, diverging at level X and leading 
to different argets, T1 and T2 (see Fig. 2B), but now with a 
feedback from a target 7'1 to the top of the signaling pathway 
(Fig. 4B). Then, the responses of the targets are given by: 
Rf' = Fl(path S to X)'Fl(path I)/  
(1-(r~,/rls)'Fl(path S to X)'H(path I)), 
Rs 72 = Fl(path S to X)'Fl(path I I)/  
(1-(rlr,/rls)'Fl(path S to X)'Fl(path I)). (12) 
Thus, due to a feedback from one target (T1) the other 
target (T2) becomes ensitive through changes in Ta and in 
the 'independent' branch (path I) leading to 7'1. 
If a signal has two receptors each with a different signal 
transduction pathway to one target, which feeds back on one 
or both receptors (Fig. 4C), then the total response to the 
signal is given by: 
Fl(path I) + [I(path 1I) 
R~ = 1- (r~(I) /?s(I) )H(path I ) -  (rlr(II)//s(II) )H(path II)" 
(13) 
This equation shows that even when only one pathway has 
a feedback (e.g. r~.(II) = 0), the two pathways no longer add 
independently to the total response. Signal transduction by 
the two pathways is integrated by the feedback. 
Theories of information transfer (such as information 
theory) have been developed previously for the analysis of 
the transfer of digital information, and thus are not appropri- 
ate for signal transduction pathways in living cells. The theory 
outlined here, which we call signal transfer analysis, is similar 
to the modular control analysis [6,14], but aimed explicitly at 
an analysis of the transfer of analogue information within and 
between cells. 
Appendix 
For a linear cascade route without feedbacks or feedfor- 
wards (Fig. 1), the signal S causes changes at each cascade 
level i only through changes in the active form, El-l, at the 
immediately preceding level i -1 ,  provided one can neglect he 
sequestration f molecules of level i by the successive l vel i+ 1 
(cf. [15]). Therefore, the changes in Ei do not depend on 
changes in the activities at any levels of the cascade other 
than level i -1 .  Applying the chain rule for calculating the 
derivative of T with respect o S one arrives at Eq. (3) of 
the main text. 
For a signal transduction pathway with a feedback loop 
from the target T to the receptor level (Fig. 4A), we shall 
estimate the control exerted by the signal S on the activation 
state (Ei) of the protein at level i. After a change in S, the 
changes in the activation state E1 at the first level are brought 
about by changes in the activities of S and T, 
dlnE1 : r~'dlnS + r~'dlnT. (A 1) 
The changes in the activation state Ei at level i occur due to 
changes in the activity of E,-1 only (in particular the changes 
in T occur through changes in En-1), see Fig. 4A: 
dlnEi = ri_l.dlnEi_l , i = 2, 3, . . . ,n - i ,  
dlnT = (A2) r, r- l "dlnEn - 1. 
Using Eq. (A2) repeatedly, and substituting the result in 
Eq. (A1) one arrives at Eq. (11) of the main text. 
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